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Abstract 
Major factors of the manufacturing process within reality or the virtual world are measurement systems for 
supervising critical parameters. The Virtual Quality Management offers amongst others strategies and tools for the 
true-to-life set-up of measurement-system-models and the according measurement system capability studies. 
Therefore a virtual testing tool has been developed, which is able to reproduce the measurement uncertainty of the 
measurement system, environmental influences like temperature or humidity or worker-caused scattering of the 
measurement results. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays innovative processes and process chains are optimized for maximum output during the planning stage 
[1]. But very often quality management techniques to control and monitor these “optimized” processes are not 
scheduled at that stage. Not before the production line was set up, quality management techniques are getting 
realized in the ramp-up phase or in the beginning of the series production. For this reason, the production start-up is 
delayed seriously and high additional efforts are necessary, because many operational determinations have already 
been made so far and many basic conditions have to be accepted as unchangeable. Virtual Quality Management 
(vQM) contains the capability for eliminating these severe deficits. 
The vision is to create simulation models including disturbing effects and deviations - called Quality Orientated 
Process Models - already in the planning stage applying 6-Sigma-tools, therewith processes can be handled virtually 
(before the production start-up) with fully developed quality control cycles. Thereby, an unopposed and not delayed 
production start-up can be assured. By the use of Virtual Quality Management processes have proved their quality 
capability and their quality control cycles have been optimized by simulation in order to maximize product quality 
or minimize quality-related costs in the early planning stages. Therefore, the implemented quality control cycles 
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have already been evaluated regarding to their liability in a virtual production test-run before they are integrated 
within the real process. 
Major factors of the manufacturing process within reality or the virtual world are measurement systems for 
supervising critical parameters. This paper contains a general overview of the vQM-methodology, a short 
introduction in the importance of capable measurement systems and the approaches of vQM for the simulation-
based proceeding of gauge capability studies. 
 
2. What is virtual Quality Management? 
Virtual Quality Management is defined as “coordinated approaches to the efficient modelling, adaptation, 
utilization and analysis of simulation studies for generating resilient knowledge and dimensioning quality techniques 
for products and processes during the planning stage” [2]. 
Figure 1 shows the content of this approach and its most important aspects: Miscellaneous information about the 
ideal manufacturing process and the product are used as base for designing the model (process knowledge). This 
complies with ideal models, which do not consider the imperfection of the process and the impact of environmental 
influences. By enlarging these ideal models by a lot of information about the formerly named aspects (quality 
knowledge), so called “Quality Orientated Process Models” can be developed. Furthermore, there are modules for 
diverse capability studies already available in addition to a module that reproduces Quality Control Cycles (QCC) 
from getting information by virtual measurements up to the coordination of intervention strategies. These QCC can 
be optimized automatically by the use of implemented genetic algorithms. See [3] for a detailed introduction. 
As a positive consequence, the accuracy of the model increases so much, that statements according to quality 
capability and robustness can be made in addition to forecasts about the value of ideal process parameters. But this 
extra information has to be acquired by the increasing complexity of the process model. Guidelines have been 
prepared and validated in order to keep the additional work low. See [2] for a detailed introduction. 
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Fig. 1. Elements of the Virtual Quality Management 
 
The designed Quality Orientated Process Models can be used during process development in two different ways:  
On the one hand process chains can be tested and optimized virtually: This means, that cost and time intensive 
test runs can be done by the use of the simulation model in a fraction of the time that would be necessary for real 
tests. Moreover, the manageable sample size in simulation studies can be at least hundred times higher than in the 
real world, because one requires only more calculating time and the real production line can produce its parts 
undisturbed. 
On the other hand it is possible to test and optimize quality techniques before the real process has been set up. 
Thus multiple prognoses about the quality capability of the measurement system, about the machine or the process 
can be performed. The results bear the potential to detect weaknesses in the process chain concept. This information 
allows initiating necessary changes in a very early stage when the costs for modifications are still relatively low. 
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Furthermore, quality techniques for supervising real processes can be set up, tested and optimized virtually, so that 
quality control cycles have already proven the liability in a virtual production trial before being integrated in the real 
process. Hereby an unopposed and undelayed production start-up can be assured.  
The first way of using Quality Orientated Process Models within the vQM-approach is the quantification of 
several capability indicators. Therefore, the whole capability-chain has been virtualized (see figure 2). A toolbox 
with functional modules was developed for the three capability tests: 
• Measurement System Capability 
• Machine Capability 
• Process Capability 
The basis of this evaluation of the quality capability is always the Quality Orientated Process Model. By reason 
of the complexity of these models, the necessary changes upon the models for the use within capability studies had 
to be minimized. It was possible to decrease the changes within the approved model down to two lines of source 
code for machine and process capability studies. All the other functions are integrated in the respective module, 
which will be imported as one single object into the simulation model.  
The objective of these modules is to analyze the predetermined process model. Contrary to the module for the 
simulation-based layout of Quality Control Cycles, the other three described modules do not represent a closed 
quality control loop. They accomplish the whole analysis starting from the taking of the samples up to a final report 
with all relevant results.  
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Fig. 2. Virtual SPC-chain 
 
3. Why is gauge capability so important? 
The necessity of gauge capability is often underestimated: Within the minds of many people, measurement 
systems are always ideal devices and the indicated values are the “true” value of the measurand. But every 
measuring system has deviations and an ideal measurement system is as realistic as the perpetuum mobile. So the 
indicated value XIND is only the best appraisal for the “true” value and is always combined with a zone of 
uncertainty in which the true value is located with a defined possibility (see Eq. 1). Often processes are optimized by 
the use of millions of Euros to reduce the scattering of the process, but the main reason for the scattering is an 
incapable measuring system.  
 ( )...=±= pIND kUXX  
Eq. 1. Components of an entire measurement result  
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Fig. 3 shows the importance of the measurement uncertainty for customer-supplier-relationships: If the supplier 
has to deliver devices or components to his customer, the customer has detailed requirements for the product, i.e. a 
metrical specification in form of an upper and a lower specification limit. The supplier has to ensure, that only 
specification-conform products will be delivered to the customer. So, the higher the measurement uncertainty of the 
measurement system the smaller is the zone of conformance, in which the rest of the process is allowed to vary.  
The “golden rule of the measurement technique” says, that the measurement uncertainty of a measurement 
system should be less than 10 percent of the specification zone [4].  
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Fig. 3. Influence of the measurement uncertainty [5] 
 
For this reason, the first step in every process optimization project should be the quantification of the 
measurement system, because the “view” on the process is only possible trough the “glasses” of a measurement 
system. All downstream activities base upon measuring results and a bad measurement system can make the study 
unusable. So, it does not matter, if the next step is a process qualification or optimization or the design of quality 
control techniques.  
Regarding that issue, even within the virtual capability studies, the evaluation of the gauge is indispensable for 
every simulation-based process optimization. The approach of vQM for integrating the gauge capability study 
within the simulation model will be shown in chapter 4. 
 
4. The vQM-approach for the simulation-based quantification of gauge capability 
For the setup of a quality orientated model of a measurement process the guideline, introduced in [2] has been 
modified. One of the most important requirements is the differentiation in “measurement system” and “test location” 
(see fig. 4). The measurement system only contains information concerning the principle of measurement and the 
impacts of the environment on that. 
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The test location contains the measurement system and in addition to that information about the measuring 
device, the influence of the operator, the product specification and so on. So, the “test location”-module contains all 
relevant information of the measurement procedure containing all significant long-time influences i.e. by different 
operators or scattering environmental influences over the year. The “test location” is the package, which has to be 
integrated in the overall quality orientated process model of the manufacturing process. 
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Fig. 4. Layout of the virtual testing environment   
 
Fig. 4 also shows the integration of the test location in the virtual testing environment. This separate simulation 
model contains besides the gauge capability module the specimen, the reproduction of environmental influences and 
all the other units for storing and controlling the diverse specimen. The surrounding testing environment is 
responsible for the feeding and recirculation of the specimen within the correct order and iteration number. A six-
phase evaluation procedure has been implemented in the gauge-capability-module (regarding [6]):  
 
1 At first, the ideal resolution of the measurement system has to be better than five percent of the underlying 
product specification zone to be tested. Otherwise the evaluation procedure will be aborted immediately. 
2 The uncertainty of the virtual reference devices (calibrated standards or master parts) has also to be less than 
five percent of the product specification zone. 
3 Afterwards, the first test run for the quantification of the linearity of the measurement system has to be 
passed. Therefore, at least three reference devices have to be measured for at least ten times by the same 
operator.  
4 Next, the short time capability of the measurement system will be determined by measuring one reference 
device twenty-five times under identical conditions by the same operator. The concerning capability factors 
cg and cgk have to be better (higher) than 1.33. Otherwise, the gauge is not able to fulfill the requirements 
depending on the underlying product specification zone. 
5 As last step of the analysis, the long-time-capability of the measuring system has to be proved by 
quantification of the indicator “gage repeatability & reliability” (%R&R), regarding influences by the 
operators or not. Therefore, two different validation methods have been implemented in the gauge-
capability-module.  
6 In the end, a final report with all relevant information about the capability studies will be generated 
automatically. This report is in the html-format and can be saved separately outside the simulation 
environment. So, the transfer and readability of the elaborated results is very easy. 
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5. Validation 
In order to test the functional module for the quantification of the gauge capability, digital indicating calliper has 
been set up as a virtual model (see Fig. 5) in the simulation environment “Plant Simulation”. The accuracy of the 
model has been proved by a direct comparison of the model and the real measuring system (see Fig. 6) and the 
detected accuracy of the model is higher than 99 %. So, the model fulfils the requirements on vQM-quality 
orientated process models and can be used for further studies on gauge capability. 
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Fig. 5. Real measurement system Fig. 6. Correlation of real a. virtual measurement results 
 
In the next step, the virtual measurement system has to be implemented in the simulation-based testing 
environment. In Fig. 7 a screenshot of the simulation program with the virtual testing environment and a virtual 
measuring system (in Fig. 7 called “Prüfplatz”) is shown. The implementation is very simple, because most of the 
necessary requirements have been regarded in the customized modeling guideline, mentioned in chapter 4, and 
should be fulfilled yet. The results of the simulation-based gauge capability study and the real gauge cap ability 
study on the same measurement system come to the same conclusion with a discrepancy of less than 5 percent.  
After the simulation run, the analysis results are joined in a final report, which is in html-format. On account of 
this, the final report can be handed off to other people, who do not need the simulation program to work on the 
elaborated data. 
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of the simulation environment 
6. Conclusion 
At present the potential of simulation-based information retrieval out of process models is not fully tapped by far! 
The common disregard of environmental influences and “imperfectnesses” of the process in order to reduce the 
complexity of the simulation model leads to ideal models and - as a result - to insufficient conclusions about the 
quality capability of the process. The Virtual Quality Management offers tools from modeling Quality Orientated 
Process Models up to the optimization of Quality Control Cycles, which can be used within the planning stage of a 
process or a process chain. 
A guideline has been developed depending on the Design-for-Six-Sigma-Scheme DMADV for the efficient set-
up of Quality Orientated Process Models by the use of several quality management tools and self-designed 
standards. Flexible modules for measurement system-, machine- and process-capability- analyses have been already 
realized. They help to get quality-related information about the underlying process with a minimum of additional 
effort. Moreover, Quality Orientated Process Models have been enlarged by a module, which completes the Quality 
Control Cycle by the simulation of Shewhart-Quality Control Charts and adequate intervention strategies. In 
addition, it is also possible to optimize the parameters of these control charts within the Virtual Reality by Genetic 
Algorithms automatically, so optimal quality can be achieved right from the beginning. 
For every process analysis it is very important to know the influence of the measurement system on the study-
results. This fact has to be regarded in real case studies as well as in virtual simulation studies. Therefore within the 
vQM-approach, a method has been developed and implemented in a functional simulation module, that is able to 
quantify the capability of measuring processes for a specific measurement task automatically in an virtual testing 
environment.  
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